An incompressible air-flow model for a fluid film bearing is derived using a modified Reynolds equation for the thin-film dynamics of a rapidly rotating rotor and stator. Mathematical and numerical modelling is applied to the coupled processes of the fluid-flow through the bearing and the axial motion of the rotor and stator. This work focuses on extending previous studies to incorporate the dynamics of a coned rotor operating at high speeds and an incompressible lubrication approximation. The dynamics of fully coupled unsteady bearing motion and associated forcing of the rotor with axial periodic oscillations is studied. The axial motion of the stator is modelled as a spring-mass-damper system that responds to the rotor displacement through the film dynamics. In order to solve the modified Reynolds equation and stator equation simultaneously a new variable is introduced, namely the time dependent face clearance. This leads to explicit analytical expressions for the pressure and force in terms of the face clearance and the stator equation is transformed to a nonlinear second-order non-autonomous ordinary differential equation for the face clearance. Applying a transient solver gives solutions settling down to a stable periodic behaviour which motivates seeking a solver for periodic solutions. A Fourier spectral collocation scheme is derived to compute the periodic time dependent face clearance. Both solvers have matching periodic solutions of O(1) with an absolute error of order of magnitude 10 −5 . The dynamics of the unsteady bearing are examined for a range of pressure gradients and configurations including an asymptotic investigation of small face clearance associated with a start-up transient. Results are provided relating to changes in the width of bearing, strength of spring holding stator to its housing, damping of the stator and strength of the force coupling and rotor mass. The dynamics of the bearing are also investigated relative to values of key system parameters including the coning of the rotor, rotation speed and value of the bearing squeeze number. A parameter investigation is undertaken to highlight ideal bearing configurations to maximise load carrying capacity, fluid stiffness and damping.
Introduction
Fluid lubricated bearing technology comprises two structural components of a rotor and a stator separated by a thin air-film, which experiences relative rotational motion. A thin air-film is employed to maintain a clearance between rotating and stationary elements when subjected to external axial loads requiring a squeeze-film or hydrodynamic force generated by the dynamic motion of the bearing faces, enhancing the air-film pressure. Air-film lubrication is designed to provide improved performance for applications which are characterised by high differential speed operation which require low frictional losses. Gas bearings have the advantage of dispensing with leaky or contaminant-prone liquid lubricants, so can be cleaner in this sense. For industrial applications a comprehensive understanding of air-rotor-stator dynamics is vital since new technology requires bearings that can operate at higher rotational speeds, carry greater loads and maintain smaller clearances. Current applications of air-film bearings include hard disk drives, industrial generators and small gas turbine engines.
Thin film models often neglect inertia due to the 'classical lubrication' approximation, but this is not always accurate. Early work by Tuck & Bentwich (1983) studied lubrication with comparable viscous and inertia forces using a rigid plane thin sheet sliding steadily close to a plane wall. Wilson & Duffy (1998) extended the concept to fluid flow in a slender non-uniform cross sectional channel driven by relative motion of the boundary conditions in which viscous and inertia forces are comparable. The effect of inertia on air-flow in a hydrostatic seal of annular geometry was investigated by Brunetiére & Tournerie (2006) . On the steady seal clearance the effect is small, with lowered air leakage, pressure across the seal face and rotor-stator clearance. Results are from comparison of the inertial model and previous inertialess model .
Slider bearings employ a thin lubricating air-film to separate two non-parallel moving plates, with applications including read-write head in a computer hard disk drive which have negligible error tolerances, require low frictional losses while operating in a predictable manner at high speeds. Witelski (1998) studied the dynamics of the vertical motion of air bearing sliders presenting new results for the interaction of a compressible gas flow with a movable rigid surface. Linear stability analysis and perturbation methods were also undertaken. Further study was done by Witelski & Hendricks (2008) on the dynamics and stability of tapered air bearing sliders using analytical methods, and linear stability analysis yielded insight into the behaviour of the slider. Whereas Malvano et al. (1999) examined a lubricated slider bearing where the whole flow field is subdivided into three regions, since the elementary theory of lubrication does not allow to describe the pressure build up at the entrance section. A sliding externally pressurized gas bearing with parallel surfaces was theoretically investigated by Hasegawa & Izuchi (1982) , taking inertia effects due to lubricant compressibility into account. Lygren & Andersson (2000) studied turbulent flow between a rotating and stationary disk with direct numerical simulations performed obtaining steady state solutions, while McDarby & Smith (2007) modelled the fully turbulent flow induced on a rotating disk in unbounded fluid using a more analytical approach that previously seen. An experimental study on turbulent flow due to an enclosed rotation disk was undertaken by Itoh et al. (1991) for velocity distributions and Reynolds stress. Green & Etison (1983) identified that the air film is a major component of the bearing so its dynamic properties must be understood if a full analysis of the bearing is to be performed. The concept of a squeeze film bearing, which has two coaxial discs separated by a thin air film, was first introduced by Salbu (1964) who considered bearings operating in highly vibrational environments and undergoing significant disturbances in the axial direction. Malanoski & Waldron (1973) examined a bearing with the rotor and stator being annuli rather than disks that had air-flow driven by a pressure gradient. They considered the feasibility of employing fluid lubricated technology for aero-engine use, discovering that the air-film thickness decreased when the force applied increased for a range of operating speeds. More recently fluid lubricated bearings have been of great interest in specialist turbomachinery applications with investigations continuing in many areas, such as those considered by San Chirathadam (2011) and Kim (2008) .
Fluid lubricated bearings have characteristic advantages over oil bearings, especially if their design 3 of 23 can provide sufficiently stiff and responsive fluid lubricated capabilities to make use of local dynamic effects to maintain a sufficient gap between the rotating and stationary elements. However too small a film thickness increases friction losses resulting in excessive wear and could lead to catastrophic collisions between the faces from induced vibrations, particularly at high rotation rates. Thus an appropriate air film gap must be maintained at all times in order to ensure safe and reliable operation as shown by Etison (1982) . Designs of fluid lubricated technology commonly consist of a non-uniform rotor surface, with high differential pressures generating a hydrodynamic lifting force on the stator. Separation of the rotor and stator is maintained, improving the load carrying capacity of the bearing. Lift generating features on the rotor maybe employed in a number of designs, for example a spiral groove on the rotor as given by Zirkelback & San Andrés (1999) or foil sectors on the bearing surface, presented by Agrawal (1997) . Sayma et al. (2002) demonstrated reliance on a high-shaft speed to maintain a sufficient force. Demand for new technologies with increased efficiency has lead to investigation of these and additional novel bearing designs. Coned bearings have non-parallel faces caused by the deflection of the rotor or stator. Green (1987) showed coning may occur inadvertently due to manufacturing imperfections or misalignment with respect to the axis of rotation or purposefully to generate lift within the bearing and increase its load carrying capacity. Coning is well documented and can be a recurrent problem but its dynamical behaviour is not fully understood. Further the degree of complexity and difficulty of obtaining results limit the experimental analysis of the problem.
A mathematical formulation of the Reynolds equation for high speed motion of parallel rotor and stator is given by Garratt et al. (2010 Garratt et al. ( ), (2011 . The effects of compressibility in a fluid lubricated bearing can be neglected when possible oscillations have a low frequency and the Mach number is less than about 0.3, e.g. see pp 167-171, Batchelor (1967) . An incompressible air flow model in an oil bearing has been reported to match well with experimental results in some cases but limitations were highlighted by Parkins & Stanley (1982) , suggesting that when using lubrication theory retaining the effects of inertia could increase the predictive capacity of the model.
The purpose of this paper is to develop a mathematical model for high speed smooth coned rotor operation incorporating air-rotor-stator dynamics for a fully coupled unsteady bearing. Appropriate modelling, analytical and numerical analysis is carried out to identify the main operating characteristics of fluid lubricated technology and a parameter study is carried out to identify possible destabilising behaviour.
A mathematical model for incompressible flow in a high speed coaxial face bearing configuration is derived in section 2. This follows the approach adopted by Garratt et al. (2010) for compressible flow in a parallel plate bearing, leading to a modified Reynolds equation incorporating coning of the rotor and leading order inertia effects due to rotation. Axial motion of the stator is modelled as a spring-massdamper system and analysis of periodic oscillations used to simulate possible destabilising behaviour of extreme operating systems. Section 3 gives the formulation for the fully coupled unsteady model which is simplified by introducing the time dependent face clearance as a new variable, thus enabling the pressure and force to be solved analytically. The modified stator equation is then transformed to a nonlinear second-order non-autonomous ordinary differential equation with respect to the time dependent face clearance coupled via the force. Solving numerically using a transient solver leads to an investigation of stable periodic solutions, these periodic solutions are explored using a Fourier spectral collocation numerical scheme. A small gap asymptotic analysis is provided to investigate if face contact can occur from an initial start-up transient. Results in section 5 show that if the rotor is disturbed then the bearing would remain stable enough to function for oscillations with amplitude ε 0.8. The behaviour of an unsteady bearing is examined for a range of parameters corresponding to changes in structural and cou- pling characteristics. The dynamics of the bearing is also investigated relative to values of key system parameters: the width of bearing, pressurisation, coning angle, rotation speed and value of the bearing squeeze number. This paper contains some complex and extended algebraic manipulation which has been checked using computer algebraic systems (Matlab symbolic package and Mathematica).
2 Mathematical model formulation for a high-speed coned bearing A simplified mathematical model is developed by retaining the key features of the fluid lubricated bearing shown in Figure 2 .1 for a parallel rotor/stator configuration. The rotor and the stator are modelled as a pair of coaxial annuli with inner and outer dimensional radii of r I and r O , respectively, and rotor angular rotationΩ . Pressuresp I andp O are imposed at the inner and outer radii of the bearing respectively, allowing a pressure gradient to be imposed to drive a radial flow. The axisymmetric rotor-stator clearance is given in dimensional variables bŷ
whereĥ s andĥ r are the stator and rotor heights, respectively.
A bearing model is considered where the rotor has a fixed coning angleβ , assumed to be small β ≪ 1, as shown in Figure 2 .2 andĥ r (r,t) is the reference height of the rotor. A positive coning anglê β > 0 is associated with a diverging channel flow for an internally pressurised bearing and for negative coning anglesβ < 0, a converging channel. The rotor is assumed to be forced by an externally prescribed axial oscillation of frequencyf , amplitude εh 0 , where h 0 is the dimensional film thickness at the inner radius, and angular frequencyω = 2πf . The position of the rotor is given bŷ h r (r,t) = εh 0 sin(ωt) − (r − r I ) tanβ . A model for the incompressible air-flow through the bearing may be derived from the Navier-Stokes momentum and continuity equationŝ ρ ∂û ∂t
where ρ is the density, µ the dynamic viscosity and b represents external body forces such as gravity. It is assumed that the bearing configuration is axisymmetric and the velocity field is u = ( u, v, w) in cylindrical polar coordinates.
Since both the stator and rotor are solid surfaces, no normal flow and a no-slip boundary condition must be imposed on both of these surfaces. The stator velocity boundary conditions arê
For the coned rotor a new set of cylindrical polar axes is defined on the face of the rotor as (ê r r ,ê r θ ,ê r z ) withê r r tangential andê r z normal to the face of the rotor. This enables the no-slip condition on the rotor to be expressed in the primary coordinate system in which the Navier Stokes equations are solved. The new coordinate system along with the primary coordinate system (ê r ,ê θ ,ê z ) are shown in Figure 2 .3. The air velocity in the primary coordinate system and the coordinate system on the face of the rotor iŝ
respectively, and the tangential flow on the face of the rotor iŝ 6) whereê r z is the normal to the coned rotor. The no-slip condition on the rotor requires that the fluid velocity is equal to the rotor velocity which has zero radial and axial velocity but azimuthal velocity of magnitude Ω (t)r giving the conditionŝ 7a) and the kinematic condition on the rotor giveŝ
To identify the primary physical processes at leading order the Navier-Stokes equations are expressed using a set of dimensionless variables. A typical pressure value of P gives the dimensionless variable p =p/P and for a typical time scale T = 1/ω the dimensionless time variable t =t/T . The radius of the bearing r 0 and the equilibrium height difference between the rotor and stator h 0 giving the radial variable r =r/r 0 and axial variable z =ẑ/h 0 . The non-dimensional air velocity components are given by u =û/U, v =v/V and w =ŵ/W for typical radial, azimuthal and axial velocities U, V and W respectively. Since the rotor rotates atΩ then V = Ω r 0 whereas the axial velocity W = h 0 /T due to the velocity boundary conditions (2.7).
These can be readily applied to the Navier-Stokes momentum and continuity equations (A.1) with the radial and azimuthal Reynolds numbers and the Reynolds number ratio given, respectively, as
The aspect ratio δ 0 , squeeze numberσ and Froude number Fr are defined as
respectively, where g is the acceleration due to gravity. For more practical cases δ 0 ≪ 1, justifying the use of the lubrication approximation. The squeeze numberσ characterises any time dependent effects
On the dynamics of a fluid lubricated bearing 7 of 23 whilst the Froude number Fr parametrises the importance of the gravitational effects relative to the radial flow. To ensure that the effects of viscosity are retained at leading order the pressure is scaled as P = µr R U/h 2 0 . Classical lubrication theory allows all inertia to be neglected due to the reduced Reynolds number being small, Re U δ 2 0 ≪ 1. However, in the case of high-speed bearing operation the ratio of the Reynolds numbers Re * is not always negligible and an additional term must be considered, see Garratt et al. (2010) . Since δ 0 ≪ 1 it is assumed that gravity can be neglected, (since Re U δ 2 0 Fr −2 ≪ 1). This condition is satisfied if the typical radial velocity U is such that the Froude number is O(1).
To leading order the Navier-Stokes momentum equations become
where the speed parameter η = Re U δ 2 0 (Re * ) 2 represents the effect of inertia due to rotation. The axial momentum equation implies that the pressure is independent of z. Similarly the continuity equation becomes
Derivation of the leading order Navier-Stokes momentum and continuity equations are given in Appendix A, following the approach in Garratt et al. (2010 Garratt et al. ( , 2011 . The periodically forced rotor position becomes
where a = r I /r 0 is a measure of the bearing width (0 < a < 1) and β = tanβ /δ 0 . The scaling on the coning angle comes from the lubrication approximation in which the aspect ratio δ 0 is small and the rates of strain and stress are very large due to viscosity in the fluid layer provided there is a dominant direction of flow. The large stress causes a large pressure to develop when using a suitable configuration of bearing, in which the coning angleβ is of equivalent size of the aspect ratio δ 0 ≪ 1 Batchelor (1967) (pg 219). Thus β must have at most O(1) to make lubrication theory hold. The boundary conditions on the face of the rotor and stator become to leading order Applying the above gives the radial, azimuthal and axial velocities, respectively, as
where parameter λ = 3/10η and σ = 12σ.
Integrating the continuity equation between the rotor and stator, and applying the Leibniz integral rule and the kinematic boundary conditions gives the modified unsteady Reynolds equation
This modified Reynolds equation expresses the relationship between the pressure p(r,t) and the film thickness h(r,t).
If λ ≪ 1 then the centrifugal effects are negligible and we recover the classic Reynolds equation.
In dimensionless variables the pressures at the inner and outer radii of the bearing are
In dimensionless variables the rotor-stator clearance is 20) when the rotor has periodically oscillating forcing h r (t) = ε sint, where ε is the non dimensional amplitude of forced rotor oscillations. The axial displacement of the stator is modelled using Newton's second law as a spring-mass-damper system giving the axial position of the stator in dimensionless variables as
Taking the mass of the stator as m, F is the resultant dimensionless axial force on the stator
where p a is the atmospheric pressure. D a =D a /mω and K z =K z /mω 2 are the dimensionless damping and spring parameters respectively, whereD a andK z are the dimensional linear damping and stiffness coefficients, respectively, that are applied to constrain the stator displacement relative to its equilibrium position h s (a,t). The strength of the force coupling is characterized by α = µU/mω 2 δ 3 0 .
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In the coupled bearing the displacement of the stator, h s , due to the periodic forcing of the rotor and the air-film dynamics satisfies the coupled second-order integro-differential equation, (2.21). It is mathematically convenient to introduce the time dependent magnitude of the bearing gap as
which is referred to as the face clearance. The rotor-stator film thickness, h(r,t), then becomes
valid in the region a r 1. This allows a single equation to be derived dependent upon g(t) which characterises the whole system and the r dependence is removed. Substituting g(t) into the modified Reynolds equation (2.18), integrating twice and imposing the pressure boundary conditions (2.19), gives after some algebra, the pressure in the air-film as
The integrals G(r) and H(r) are calculated analytically and are given below. The simplest case of parallel plates β = 0 is denoted with subscript 0 and calculated using a modified method to avoid dividing through by a zero factor. In (3.3) 4b) and
The force on the stator is evaluated from equation (2.22) using the pressure expression in equation (3.3) giving
The integrals G(1) and H(1) can be found from equations (3.4) and (3.5) respectively, G I and H I are given as 7b) and
Rewriting (3.6) in terms of gap expressions A(g) and B(g) gives
where
and
Substituting the force expression (3.9) and stator height (3.2) into the governing stator equation (2.21) results in the nonlinear, second-order, non-autonomous ordinary differential equation 12) for the time dependent face clearance in the air-film.
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The modified stator equation (3.12) can be written in a general form
with tan(φ ) = D a /(K z − 1). The differential equation (3.13) corresponds to a harmonically forced oscillator equation with nonlinear damping coefficient D(g), nonlinear represented stiffness S(g) and temporal forcing of the system ϒ sin(t + φ ) from a driven oscillator. Thus the governing coupled, second order, integro-differential equation has been transformed to a nonlinear, second order, non-autonomous ordinary differential equation which can be solved more readily. The total stiffness of the system K zT is found by differentiating S(g) with respect to the time dependent face clearance g(t);
where K z is the contribution from the structure and −απdA(g)/dg is the fluid stiffness, K Z f . From the definition (3.10) of A(g) have
In (3.16) G(1) and G I can be found from (3.4) and (3.7), respectively, and 
The modified stator equation (3.13) was solved for the face clearance g(t) in Matlab via a transient numerical ordinary differential stiff solver ode45.
Since the rotor motion is started impulsively, the transient solver runs until a stable periodic orbit is reached. Figure 3 .1 shows the face clearance plotted against its time derivative for an unsteady narrow internally pressurised bearing for the first and tenth time period. The first cycle is incomplete implying the solution is transient, however by the tenth time period a closed orbit is achieved thus the solution converges to a stable periodic solution. The maximum absolute error of the solution, is calculated to be On the dynamics of a fluid lubricated bearing 13 of 23 of order 10 −8 .
For periodic solutions a more direct and efficient numerical solver is used. A Fourier spectral collocation solver is introduced in which time derivatives in the modified stator equation (3.13) are given by spectral differentiation matrices leading to an algebraic equation problem. This is then solved for the time dependent face clearance via the Newton-Raphson method as given by Wolfram MathWorld (2011).
Implementing the spectral collocation scheme constructs the time dependent face clearance g(t) using trigonometric polynomials at uniformly distributed time collocation points. The Fourier transform is used to derive the spectral differentiation matrices for evaluating the time derivative to give an algebraic equation
Here g is a vector of the face clearance calculated at the collocation points and D 1 and D 2 are spectral differentiation matrices found using Trefethen (2000) which express the first and second time derivatives at each collocation point, respectively. The initial guess is given as g 0 (t) = 1 − 0.8 sint. Equation (3.19) is solved using the Newton-Raphson method
is the stiffness of the system given in (3.15) while D(g) is expressed in (3.14) giving
G(1), H(1)
and G I can be found from equations (3.4), (3.5) and (3.7) for coned and parallel face bearings, respectively, with
and The spectral collocation solver runs until the solution converges as defined by an error tolerance, tol, which is defined as
(3.25)
Both solvers give matching periodic solutions with an agreement to O(10 −5 ), with tol= 1x10 −12 and Matlab solver tolerance of 2x10 −12 .
Small face clearance in limit g(t) ≪ 1
A transient solution obtained numerically for rotor/stator position and face clearance g(t) for large oscillations is given in Figure 5 .2 and shows that within the first period the gap becomes very small for over approximately a third of a period. The numerical behaviour of the face clearance g(t) in the limit g ≪ 1 is examined asymptotically to investigate if face contact can occur. Parallel and coned bearings are examined separately. Figure 4 .1 shows three different regions for g ≪ 1 suggested by Figure 5 .2 where region I and region III are the transition to and from region II, respectively, where g(t) is approximately a constant with minimum gap g min . If g min > 0 then face contact will not occur.
In the limit g(t) ≪ 1 for a parallel bearing, equation (3.13) becomes to leading order
with positive constantsB and K given bȳ
where A is given by equation (3.10) and of O(1), also it is assumed ϒ ≫ 1. Solving equation (4.1) numerically subject to the same initial conditions as the full numerical equation (3.13) i.e. g(0) = 1 and dg/dt(0) = 0, shows a similar characteristic behaviour of the full numerical solution. Three asymptotic regions are identified as shown in Figure 4 .1 with | g(t) |≪ 1, and approximate associated characteristic times t 0 , t 1 and t 2 . Region I has dg/dt < 0 and | d 2 g/dt 2 |≫ 1, region II has dg/dt ≪ 1 and region III initiated by dg/dt > 0.
In region I, | d 2 g/dt 2 |≫ 1 so locally a short time behaviour is comparable to an inner boundary layer, where initial conditions become g(t 0 ) = g 0 and dg(t 0 )/dt = −σ , for given initial time t 0 andσ > 0, say. Introducing c = (1 + 2g 2 Solving subject to initial conditions, for narrowing face clearance gives an intrinsic algebraic relationship for y = Y (τ; g 0 ) as In region II a balance between the damping and forcing is assumed in (4.1) and so ϒ is of O(c 2 ) and new time scalet + t 0 = t, wheret = O(1), gives to leading order
whereφ + t 0 = φ . The solution is given as
on matching the solution g(t = 0) = 1/c with region I. Writing the solution in region I in terms of original variables gives, 8) and the composite solution in region I and II is
Thus the face clearance always remains positive and becomes smaller with larger gradient in region I. Figure 4 .2 shows a close comparison of the full numerical solution and the asymptotic composite solution for the region, 0.7 < t < 2.9, i.e. t 0 = 0.7, and parameters as listed. The asymptotic analysis is a very simple approximation for small face clearance, used only to validate the solution of no face contact. Therefore asymptotic analysis is undertaken only in region I and II as shown in grows since the asymptotics in region III were not included as they make the solution more complicated and unnecessary to show the faces do not touch.
Examining a coned bearing in the limit g(t) ≪ 1 requires the leading order terms in the Reynolds equation for both positively and negatively coned bearings to be investigated separately. This is due to the face clearance being defined at the inner radius, g(t) which is the minimum face clearance for positivity coned bearings, but negatively coned bearings have the minimum face clearance at the outer radius given byḡ(t) = g(t) − (1 − a)|β |. Substituting this expression into equations for G(r), G I , H(r), H I and the modified Reynolds equation will give the minimum face clearance equations for negatively coned bearings.
Since the limit is for g(t) small, a restriction must be placed on the coning angle β which is also small. Thus the limit that is examined is 1 ≫ g(t) ≫ |β |, where asymptotic analysis gives both positive and negative coning have the same behaviour in the limit, allowing the minimum face clearance in the asymptotic equation to be denotedĝ(t) for a coned bearing. Equation (3.13) becomes to leading order
with positive constantsB, K 1 and K 2 given bŷ
The asymptotic equation for a coned bearing in the limit 1 ≫ĝ(t) ≫ |β | gives a second order differential equation with constant coefficients which can be solved fully. ConstantB is proportional to (β 3 ) −1 giving large damping, with equation 4.10 corresponding to a damped harmonic oscillator with sinusoidal forcing. Equation (4.10) is solved subject to initial conditionsĝ(t 0 ) =ĝ 0 and dĝ(t 0 )/dt = −σ for g(t) small as the numerical solution of the face clearance follows similar trend to the parallel case in region I and II as shown in Figure 4 .1.
Note that a restricted limit is being sought in the coned bearing case compared to the parallel case; whilst still looking to the limit that g(t) is small, the face clearance must be larger than coning, g ≫ |β |. Thus the coned and parallel bearing asymptotic equations are not comparable as β → 0.
Solving 4.10 gives the minimum face clearance aŝ 12) with constants D and E found using initial conditionsĝ(0) = 1 and ∂ĝ(0)/∂t = 0 as Figure 4 .3 shows a comparison of the full solution and asymptotic composite solution for a coned bearing in the region 0.95 < t < 2.2. For coned bearings the analytical solution is always positive due the limit 1 ≫ g(t) ≫ |β |, as g(t) can not be smaller than |β |, giving positive face clearance. The analytical solution corroborates the numerical solutions and is therefore a useful validation of the numerical solutions. It can be concluded that face contact does not occur for a parallel bearing or coned bearing. Since the bearing face clearance tends to zero but is finite nano-fluid effects should be considered.
Results
Examining different bearing parameters allows identification of potential destabilising behaviour that could lead to bearing failure at high speeds. Optimum operating conditions are identified to increase the air-film stiffness, load carrying capacity, and total damping when operating conditions are changed making it more stable. A parameter study is carried out, including changes to the coning angle, β , which 
is of particular industrial interest due to the possibility of rotor distortion, to give greater understanding of interactions within the bearing. Possible destabilising behaviour at extreme operating conditions is investigated by examining the bearing when the rotor is forced with increasing oscillations. The effect of high speed operation is investigated with a study on parameter λ , modelling the effects of fluid inertia due to rotation. Structural variances are explored with a parameter study on the bearing width a, spring strength K z , structural damping D a and force coupling strength α.
Post-processing calculations allow the force exerted by the air-film on the stator F(t) and the stator height h s (t) to be found using equations (3.9) and (3.1) respectively. Equations in (3.14) can be used to compute the fluid stiffness K z f (g) and total damping of the system D(g). The standard bearing configuration investigated is narrow a = 0.8 and internally pressurised p O = 1, p I = 2 along with a negative coning angle β = −0.3 and squeeze number of σ = 1. The rotor is assumed forced with oscillations of amplitude ε = 0.8 with a speed parameter λ = 1. A strong spring holds the stator K z = 10 and α = 1 characterises the strength of the force coupling with damping coefficient D a = 1.
The effect of decreasing bearing width on the force, stator height and face clearance are shown in Figure 5 .1 over a period. The face clearance is similar to a negative sine curve becoming skewed for wide bearings. As the bearing width decreases the face clearance increases and the stator gets closer to the rotor at the minimum, with the maximum gap remaining similar. For all widths the stator oscillations have greatest magnitude when the face clearance is least. For a 0.6 a local minimum force develops immediately after the maximum force, decreasing the overall per-period load carrying capacity indicating a mid-width bearing a ≈ 0.5 has the greatest load carrying capacity. The fluid stiffness has a small magnitude except where the face clearance is small and a maximum occurs increasing with bearing width. The damping follows a broadly similar trend to the fluid stiffness. Figure 5 .2 shows the effect on the force, stator height and face clearance over one time period. The face clearance is dominated by the forced rotor oscillations and follow a path similar to a negative sine curve with the amplitude dependent upon the rotor amplitude ε. For an axially stationary rotor the bearing has constant force. Increasing the rotor oscillations causes the force to become asymmetric with large positive fluctuations in cases when the face clearance is small and negative otherwise. For large amplitude rotor oscillations, ε > 0.7, the force decreases rapidly below the initial value and for very large amplitudes ε > 0.9 a distinct minimum value is obtained. Fluid stiffness remains small and the total damping has base level D a = 1 unless the face clearance is small.
Forcing the stator with amplitudes larger than the equilibrium face clearance gives interesting behaviour. Figure 5 .2 shows individual stator and rotor height and face clearance over a period with amplitude ε = 1.4. Within a period the stator initially decreases in height until close to the rotor and then follows the path of the rotor whilst maintaining a thin air film between the two faces. The rotor pulls away from the stator just before half way through the time period. The rotor continues with its forced oscillation and the stator twice oscillates with decreasing amplitude. As the face clearance is given at the outer edge of the bearing, where it is minimum for negative coning the rotor and stator do not collide. The force, fluid stiffness and total damping follow the same trend as for ε < 1 but have magnitude of at least O(10 2 ) larger. Results suggest within an incompressible model the bearing should never fail due to face contact. Numerical solutions for ε > 1 were obtained using the spectral solver. To maintain a quadratic rate of convergence from the solver, careful selection of the initial profile is needed. In this case the calculated solution g(t) with ε = 0.9 was used for the initial guess for ε = 1.0 and successively updated.
Coning of the rotor may occur because of manufacturing imperfections/misalignment or designs to generate additional load carrying capacity; such effects are operationally important and examined. Figure 5 .3 shows the periodic force on the stator, stator height and time dependent face clearance for a range of coning angles −0.5 β 0.5. The face clearance is similar for all coning angles with magnitude of stator fluctuations much smaller than those of the forced rotor and follow a negative sine curve. For large negative coning angles the stator oscillations are greatest when the film thickness is smallest, decaying in amplitude for the remaining time period. As the coning angle increases through positive coning angles the stator sits lower overall, with the largest change in height when the film clearance is going from its minimum to maximum value. The force on the stator is asymmetric. For a parallel face bearing the force fluctuates with equal amplitude extremum occurring when the face clearance is smallest. Increasing the coning angle β > 0 decreases the force and the minimum has larger magnitude than the maximum, whereas for negative coning angles the force increases and the maximum has larger magnitude than the minimum. The total damping has value close to the structural damping D a = 1 except when the face clearance is less than its equilibrium thickness. In this case positive fluctuations occur with increasing magnitude as the coning angle goes from large positive values to large negative values. Figure 5 .3 shows the fluid stiffness plotted against face clearance for increasing coning angles with the largest changes in fluid stiffness when the face clearance is smallest. There is no fluid stiffness with parallel faces and increasing/decreasing the coning angle causes the fluid stiffness to decrease/increase.
Increasing the speed parameter λ has a marked effect on the periodic force and stator height as shown in Figure 5 .4 but as the stator oscillations have amplitude an order of magnitude smaller, the face clearance of the bearing is little affected. Increasing the speed parameter increases the amplitude of oscillations which are largest at small face clearances decaying over the time period. Further, the stator sits lower apart from when the face clearance is small where the order reverses for the maximum; plots cross a single point for all values of λ . When the face clearance is small the rotor causes a significant rotation within the fluid-film putting a force on the stator; the higher speed causes subsequently larger forces on the stator. However when the film clearance is large only the fluid near the rotor moves significantly and the smaller the force felt by the stator. Total damping is dominated by structural damping D a = 1 apart from when the face clearance is small. The periodic fluid stiffness has very little magnitude except when the face clearance is small and there is a maximum of increasing magnitude as the speed parameter increases. increasing speed parameter. The increase in fluid stiffness becomes more rapid as the face clearance becomes smaller and increasing the speed parameter increases the magnitude. The parameter α quantifies the level of dynamic coupling between the bearing and flow, a range of values are used in Figure 5 .5. The periodic force undergoes a small minimum when the face clearance is greater than its equilibrium height, and a maximum with increasing magnitude as the coupling parameter α decreases. The stator sits higher for larger values of α and has smaller fluctuations, though all oscillations are negligible compared to those of the forced rotor. Both the fluid stiffness and damping follow a non-linear trend not seen with other parameters. The fluid stiffness has a maximum when the face clearance is small and when the face clearance is large the fluid stiffness has a small minimum with shallow gradient. As the value of α increases the minimum increases in magnitude, however the maximum increases until α = 5 then decrease in magnitude with shallower gradients. The total damping also takes on a similar trend when the face clearance is smaller than the equilibrium value but with the largest peak magnitude occurring when α = 1.5, the damping is effectively constant at the structural damping D a = 1 over the rest of the time period.
Investigation of the remaining parameter is discussed briefly. Different bearing pressurisations are
On the dynamics of a fluid lubricated bearing 25 of 23 analysed in periodic plots, with external and internal pressurised bearings having similar face clearance, with asymmetric force and stator height. Bearings with no imposed pressure gradient have face clearance and stator height of smaller magnitude and negative force indicating no load carrying capacity.
The total damping has a maximum when the face clearance is small, with largest magnitude when no pressure gradient is imposed on the bearing. The fluid stiffness is zero for no imposed pressure gradient and maximum when there is a diverging channel in the direction of pressure gradient and minimum with a converging channel. The structural stiffness parameter represents flexible attachment of the stator to its housing unit and can be tuned to modify the dynamics of the bearing; increasing the spring constant increases the height of the stator. The stator sits closer to the rotor for increasing spring strength thus reducing the face clearance and increasing the force when the face clearance is small. The fluid stiffness and total damping both have a maximum when the face clearance is small with increasing magnitude as the spring parameter increases. Increasing the squeeze number, which models the effect of rotor forcing frequency causes, increases in fluctuations of stator height and force when the face clearance is small. The face clearance has a slight difference at the extremum but still follows a negative sine curve. The fluid stiffness maximum decreases with increasing squeeze number whereas the total damping increases. Increasing the damping coefficient has little effect on the force fluctuations, minimum face clearance and fluid stiffness. The stator oscillations decrease with increasing the damping coefficients as does the total damping.
Summary and Conclusion
A modified Reynolds equation for incompressible flow is derived for a bearing containing a rigid coned rotor using an axisymmetric lubrication approximation but retaining the leading order effect of centrifugal inertia relevant for high speed flows. The derivation includes detailed consideration of the velocity boundary conditions needed to include the coned rotor surface. The stator equation is derived as a spring-mass-damper system. Investigating the air-rotor-stator interaction, the fully coupled unsteady bearing is examined where the stator motion is coupled to the film dynamics via the axial force exerted on the stator by the air-film. Re-writing the modified Reynolds equation and the stator equation in terms of a new variable, the time dependent face clearance g(t), allows explicit analytic expressions for the pressure, force and a nonlinear second-order non-autonomous ordinary differential modified stator equation to be derived. Motivation for seeking a solver for periodic solutions comes from the numerical solutions to the modified stator equation. The solutions are found via a transient solver and achieve stable periodic solutions. A spectral collocation numerical scheme is implemented and post-processing allows computation of the force on the stator, stator height, fluid stiffness and damping. Analysis of an initial transient shows that within a small gap asymptotic study shows no rotor/stator contact is made.
In the absence of an imposed pressure gradient it is shown that negative force occurs reducing the load carrying capacity. Extensive results and investigation is provided for pressurised bearing cases. Inner and outer pressurisations are not too dissimilar, resulting in either being suitable for practical operation. Results show the narrower the bearing the more stable it becomes with the stator sitting closer to the rotor and the fluid stiffness and total damping have a smaller fluctuation when the face clearance is small, but the load carrying capacity is reduced. Investigating possible destabilising behaviour for extreme operating conditions is simulated by forced rotor oscillations, showing that for ε 0.8 the load carrying capacity of the bearing is similar but for larger amplitudes it has a reduced load carrying capacity. The stator becomes more unstable as the rotor oscillations increase, becoming displaced and following the rotor when ε > 1 but maintaining a small air-film between the two elements. However, in practice face contact would most likely occur as the air-film is so thin at this point. Increasing the amplitude of rotor oscillation, causes the fluctuation in fluid stiffness and total damping to have increased magnitude from their effectively constant values of very small magnitude and structure damping D a = 1, respectively. Larger negative values of coning angles β increase the force and thus the load carrying capacity as well as the fluid stiffness and total damping, but this also increases the stator oscillations, making the bearing more unstable. Therefore an optimum coning angle is a comprise between the load carrying capacity and stability of the bearing. Decreasing the speed parameter decreases the oscillations in stator height and axial force increasing the stability and load carrying capacity but gives higher damping and lower fluid stiffness. Smaller values of coupling parameter α causes the stator to sit closer to rotor and have larger total damping. The axial force has the greatest overall magnitude when α takes a mid-small value giving the greatest load carrying capacity and the stiffness has a greater average for larger values of α. The larger the stiffness parameter the greater the fluid stiffness and total damping in the bearing, with the stator sitting closer to the rotor, although for K z 10 there is not much height difference. The average force per cycle is greatest for 5 K z 10, implying this is when the bearing has the greatest load carrying capacity. The natural frequency of the system is given by √ K z giving the natural frequency as 1 and no natural resonance is identified owing to the damping in the system. A low squeeze number increases the load carrying capacity as it decreases the force fluctuations and stator oscillations reduce. The total damping and fluid stiffness fluctuation decreases when the face clearance is small. The damping coefficient has little effect on the force and fluid stiffness, but increasing the damping coefficient causes the stator to sit lower with the base value for the damping taking the value D a = 1.
